THE BLUE LOYAL GUARDIAN
Your Personality

Your desire for security

As a Blue Loyal Guardian, your desire for security
not only drives your actions but also robs you of
access to your soul. You believe that if you stay safe
from everything then you will be happy. The ways
that you ensure you stay secure is by fitting in and
belonging. You would like others to see you as
trustworthy, dedicated and reliable. You like others
to see you as supportive, responsible and dutiful.
You look for security in long-standing relationships,
groups, unions, military, or family traditions. You
tend to follow the rules and boundaries and to go
along with the status quo in terms of rules, dress
and social norms. Your sense of tradition and
systematic way of thinking makes you a stabilising
force in any work you do. As a consummate fix-it
type, you will look for things to improve in your
environment, often seeking to make your world a
safer place by vigilantly anticipating and troubleshooting problems. To manage anxiety, you seek
comic relief. You can be phobic, meaning you can
be fearful, cautious, indecisive and paralysed into
inaction, but can also be counter-phobic which
means you ‘over-ride your fear by being careless,
reckless or imprudent with no thought for the
consequences. Depending on the situation you can
be friendly and outgoing, or reserved and skeptical
and, overall, you tend to be detail oriented, cautious
and meticulous. Your greatest strengths are your
ability to test for the truth and to recognise and
challenge a bad authority. A hero at heart, you are
capable of great acts of loyalty and courage.

Your avoidance of insecurity

As a Blue Loyal Guardian, you avoid insecurity.
Therefore, the ways you habitually block access to
your soul are related to you need for security. This
insecurity blocks access to your soul through a
heavy reliance on structures, systems and
traditions. While seeking the security of an external
system or authority for guidance, you are at the
same time suspicious of that authority. You worry
that the source of your support will abandon you.
This manifests in generalised paranoia, suspicion
and scepticism. Blue Loyal Guardians may
unconsciously put people’s support to the test by
lashing out at colleagues or loved ones. The lack of
confidence you have in your inner guidance means
you are unable to make quick decisions without
others’ opinions. Lack of faith in your own authority
can cause you to overly submit to or challenge
others. Fear and judgement undermine your sense
of safety, so you avoid deviance, uncertainty and
anything that is different from any group or idea to
which you subscribe. Afraid of fear, submission and
cowardice, you vacillate between loyalty and
rebelliousness by puffing up and backing down.
Lying at the centre of your soul map is a word that
represents your soul. This is who you are at the
deepest level. As you can see, your soul is
‘imprisoned’ by the other layers on your soul map.
By using a creative journaling practice called the
R.E.S.T. Practice alongside your soul map you will
develop the awareness of how you imprison your
soul and page by page set yourself free.

